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This research is on heterogeneous network fusion method of multisource target data based on data mining. Firstly, it is a
distributed storage structure model for building heterogeneous network multisource target data. Then, using the phase space
reconstruction method, a grid distribution structure model for data fusion tracking is constructed, and realize visual scheduling
and automatic monitoring of multisource target data. Finally, according to the feature extraction results, analyze the statistical
characteristics of multisource target data in heterogeneous networks, combined with the fuzzy tomographic analysis method,
multilevel fusion, and adaptive mining of multisource target data, extract the associated feature quantities in it, and realize the
fusion tracking of data. The simulation results show that, in relatively simple heterogeneous networks, the feature mining error
of the proposed method is nearly 2.11% lower than the two traditional methods. In relatively complex heterogeneous networks,
the feature mining error of the proposed method is nearly 6.48% lower than the two traditional methods. It can be seen that
this method has better adaptability for fusion tracking of heterogeneous network multisource target data, the anti-interference
ability is strong, and the tracking accuracy in the data fusion tracking process is also improved.

1. Introduction

As the scale of heterogeneous networks continues to expand,
the amount of multisource target data in heterogeneous net-
works is also gradually increasing; therefore, it is necessary
to perform visual reconstruction and fusion tracking and
identification of heterogeneous network multisource target
data and ensure the stability of the network. Usually, in the
process of fusion tracking and identification of multisource
target data in heterogeneous networks (Figure 1), it is neces-
sary to establish a heterogeneous network multisource target
data fusion tracking model, and combined with big data
mining and information reconstruction methods, the fusion
detection and feature analysis of heterogeneous network
multisource target data are carried out; thereby, the detec-
tion, tracking, and identification capability of multisource
target data in heterogeneous networks is improved. And
the related research on multisource target data fusion track-

ing method in heterogeneous network has received great
attention. In general, for heterogeneous networks, the fusion
tracking and identification of multisource target data are
based on data fusion detection and feature analysis. This
process can improve the ability to detect and identify multi-
source target data in heterogeneous networks, thereby
improving the retrieval and access capabilities of multi-
source target data in heterogeneous networks [1].

The rapid development of database technology and
machine learning disciplines makes data mining as a new
technology on the stage of history. This is a database and
other media to store data, and use machine learning algo-
rithms to extract the knowledge that people are interested
in from the data. Due to the continuous progress of machine
learning in artificial intelligence, look at the rapid develop-
ment of information technology: at the beginning, it was just
a simple collection and creation of databases; the rapid
development of data mining technology has been promoted;
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take a look at the development of information technology. The
beginning is just a simple collection and sampling of data and
the establishment of a database; then, start managing this data,
such as the following: data storage, retrieval, and database
transaction processing. Then, it developed to the analysis,
understanding, and prediction of data, and then, data ware-
house and data mining technology appeared. With the devel-
opment of network information technology, database
technology, etc., the amount of information stored in the data-
base by humans increases over time, and adding and deleting
technologies of the database are perfected; it provides condi-
tions for the development of data mining technology; the
increase in the amount of data also indicates that a technology
for processing massive data is bound to emerge [2].

2. Related Works

At present, there are experts and scholars in the field of mul-
tisource target data tracking and identification; some more
mature research results are presented, such as association
feature detection method, fuzzy C-means cluster analysis
method, and K-means cluster analysis method. Meng et al.
proposed a method to simultaneously analyze resource con-
tent information and resource network topology informa-
tion, probabilistic topic models, and tag recommendation
methods for unified modeling; in order to carry out the
fusion of multisource heterogeneous network information,
the data can be more accurate for fusion analysis [3]. Wang
et al. studied the wireless body area network multisensor;
due to the large amount of data collected, the data types
are complicated and it is difficult to effectively integrate mul-
tidimensional data, using the algorithm based on manifold
learning, the high-dimensional data points, and their corre-
sponding low-dimensional data points; the Euclidean dis-
tance is used as the conversion condition of the probability
matrix, and a multidimensional data fusion model is con-
structed through finite iterations [4]. In addition, Wan
et al. proposed a multisource target data fusion tracking
method based on data mining in heterogeneous networks,
in order to improve the detection and recognition ability of
heterogeneous network multisource target data [5]. In addi-
tion, in the study of Liu et al., by extracting multilayer con-
volution features, the target data represented by it is more
comprehensive, and calculate the correlation response of
the data; then, dynamically fuse all the historical data and
the target position in the real-time data response, so as to
realize the positioning and dynamic tracking of target data
[6]. In the study of Yi et al., using the fusion redetection

mechanism to track the network target data and integrating
the correlation filter into the network in the training phase,
extract multisource data features through end-to-end training.
In the tracking stage, the residual value is used to connect and
fuse different source data, and a redetectionmechanism is intro-
duced to achieve real-time tracking [7]. Li et al. believe that data
mining itself is not a new technology; after decades of research
and development, people have mastered a large number of data
mining algorithms and developed many data mining tools.
However, these theories and tools are not necessarily applicable
to large datasets [8]. Liu believes that traditional data storage
methods cannot carry big data. Before the era of big data, tradi-
tional relational databases, e.g., were common tools for struc-
tured data storage. For the level of data volume, the storage
efficiency of relational databases can fully meet the basic needs.
And relational databases provide rich and flexible structured
query statements, as well as features such as stored procedures,
indexes, and database transactions [9]. Alqerm and Shihada
believe some domestic scientific research institutions and uni-
versities have started research on data mining, a subject with
great potential and practical application value; the domestic
data mining research institutions are mainly universities,
research institutes, or companies [10]. Ishaq et al. believe that
the abovementioned specifications emphasize the completeness
of geographic information, making the exchange format itself
enormous; data reception and transmission overhead are too
high for both software and hardware; this is contrary to the fast
and efficient properties of dynamic target information itself; it is
not conducive to the transmission of real-time information, so
it is not suitable to use the spatial data format exchange stan-
dard as a reference [11].

However, when existing methods perform fusion track-
ing on heterogeneous network multisource target data, there
are problems such as poor adaptability, high computational
complexity, and poor data tracking ability. The author pro-
poses a multisource target data fusion tracking method
based on data mining in heterogeneous networks.

3. Research Methods

3.1. Data Collection. Data mining technology includes the
following steps: data preparation, data mining, conclusion
representation, and interpretation.

3.1.1. Data Preparation. The data preparation stage is the
beginning of the whole mining process; this stage is very
important; how well the data preparation stage is executed
will determine the efficiency of the subsequent steps of the
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Figure 1: Data center heterogeneous network.
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entire data mining, as well as the effectiveness of the
extracted information and knowledge; we can further subdi-
vide data preparation into three stages: data integration, data
selection, and data preprocessing [12].

(1) Data Integration. That is, data integration from dif-
ferent databases agrees to be stored

(2) Data Preprocessing. Preprocessing is obviously the
preprocessing work before data mining, mainly carry
out data form conversion and data reduction to suit
the entire data mining process

3.1.2. Data Mining. Select a data mining algorithm (such as
classification algorithm, association rule, regression, and
clustering algorithm), mining the data prepared in the data
preparation stage to obtain patterns that users are interested
in.

3.1.3. Result Description and Interpretation. Mainly the pat-
terns and rules that will be mined, analyze the mining pat-
terns and rules according to the specific needs of users,
extract the most useful and interesting information for users,
and finally submit it to users through decision-making tools.
Therefore, not only the presentation and interpretation of
the results (visualization tools) is the main task of this step;
the final information data needs to be filtered and processed
[13]. If the user is not satisfied with the conclusion, the min-
ing process needs to be repeated. The steps and criteria of
the data mining process are summarized, as shown in
Figure 2 below.

3.2. Distributed Storage Structure Model and Multilevel
Integration of Data

3.2.1. Distributed Storage Structure Model of Target Data. To
realize the fusion tracking and optimization identification of
heterogeneous network multisource target data, firstly, a dis-
tributed storage structure model of heterogeneous network

multisource target data is constructed; assuming that Nk
ðk = 1, 2,⋯,lÞ represents the number of multisource target
data fusion tracking distribution sets in the kth heteroge-
neous network, aki represents the heterogeneous network
multisource target data, the activity of the ith node is
in the kth layer in the data sampling, xki is the data input
at the multisource target data fusion node i of the kth
layer heterogeneous network, and wk

i represents the
energy threshold at the ith node of the kth layer in the
heterogeneous network, then the statistical analysis model
of the sampling node of the heterogeneous networkmultisource
target data can be obtained as S = ðμ∑n

i=1a
k
i × xki Þ ×wk

i ; among
them, μ represents the connection weight of each node in the
heterogeneous network. Assuming that the effective activation
function of the heterogeneous network sampling data is f , ana-
lyze the amplitude of periodic oscillation of multivariate target
data in heterogeneous networks, using the semantic ontology
fusion method and the three-dimensional reconstruction of
the multisource target data in the heterogeneous network; the
fuzzy decision function of the distributed storage to obtain the
target data is F = ∂ × S/f , where ∂ represents the ambiguity
coefficient. There are several data layers at the input of the het-
erogeneous network, which is obtained in the normalized linear
subspace; the multisource target data distribution function of
heterogeneous network in the first layer is D = λ∑l

k=1F ×Nk,
where λ represents the normalization coefficient [14]. Con-
structed from the above model, the optimal design of the dis-
tributed storage structure of the target data is realized.

3.2.2. Multilevel Fusion and Adaptive Mining of Data. In the
above pair of heterogeneous networks, based on the design
of the distributed storage structure model of the target data,
let ci denote the fuzzy closeness function between multi-
source target data sharing nodes in heterogeneous networks;
extract the intracluster distribution information of multi-
source target data in heterogeneous networks; the in-
cluster distribution model of the multisource target data is
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Figure 2: Data mining process.
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obtained as C =D × ci + ðS + TÞη; among them, η represents
a natural parameter, and T represents a sufficient statistic.
On the basis of, using information fusion and fuzzy tomo-
graphic analysis methods for multisource target data in het-
erogeneous networks, information fusion, and adaptive
scheduling, extract 3D visualization feature quantities of het-
erogeneous network multisource target data; then, the opti-
mized within-cluster distribution function can be rewritten
as C′ = ½ða × CÞ/y� × g, where a is the correlation coefficient
of multilevel fusion of data, y is the number of symmetrical
voxels in the three-dimensional regular data field, and g rep-
resents the adaptive optimization function. When C′ has a
finite stable solution in g, it means that the optimization
process is convergent; at this time, the objective function in
heterogeneous network tracking and identification is gC′;
under the fixed perturbation step size, it is assumed that
the fuzzy weighted value of the multisource target data
fusion tracking and identification of the heterogeneous net-
work is β; through the optimization of decision function,
the feature optimal solution of multisource target data min-
ing in heterogeneous network is obtained as follows:

J =
βC′ − ε

� �
× gc

2 : ð1Þ

Among them, ε is the decision error. Based on the above
analysis, build multilevel fusion and adaptive mining models
of data, and by visual scheduling and automatic monitoring
design of heterogeneous network multisource target data,
the statistical feature extraction of heterogeneous network
multisource target data is carried out.

3.3. Fusion Tracking of Multisource Target Data

3.3.1. Statistical Feature Analysis of Multisource Target Data.
Based on the abovementioned distributed storage and fusion
mining of multisource target data in heterogeneous net-
works, the author proposes a multisource target data fusion
tracking method based on data mining in heterogeneous
networks [15]. Using the phase space reconstruction
method, a grid distribution structure model for fusion track-
ing of heterogeneous network multisource target data is con-
structed, and by visual scheduling and automatic monitoring
of multisource target data in heterogeneous networks, the
feature distribution dimension of the multisource target data
obtained in heterogeneous networks ism; if the type attribute
of multisource data in heterogeneous networks is r, then
there is a maximum independent set for all nodes:

Pi = mrNk i = 1, 2,⋯,k = 1, 2,⋯,ljf g: ð2Þ

Initialize the cluster center e for heterogeneous network
multisource target data classification; then, the fuzzy mem-
bership function of multisource target data fusion tracking
in heterogeneous network is as follows:

x =
Yn
i=1

eið Þk 1 − ρð ÞPi: ð3Þ

Among them, ei represents the fusion cluster center of
heterogeneous network multisource target data, and ρ repre-
sents the prior probability density of multisource target data
in heterogeneous networks; on this basis, the mean phase
space reconstruction of multisource target data in heteroge-
neous networks is obtained as follows:

�x = ∑n
i=1 xj jð Þ
k

: ð4Þ

According to the phase space reconstruction results of
multisource data of heterogeneous networks, the data state
characteristics are monitored, combined with statistical
analysis methods; the variance of the multitarget data fusion
is obtained as follows:

σ2 = ∑n
i=1 x − �xð Þ2� �

k
: ð5Þ

Assuming that the heterogeneous network multisource
target data set contains N samples, for the limited data sam-
ple set XN , the impulse response function of the 3D visual
feature reconstruction is as follows:

I =
∑N

I XN × σ2
� �

f0
: ð6Þ

Among them, f0 represents the initial sampling fre-
quency. On the basis of, the metric feature extraction
method is used to perform benchmark feature matching of
multisource target data in heterogeneous networks, design
the dominant frequency feature extraction model of multi-
source target data in heterogeneous network, realize the sta-
tistical feature analysis of multisource target data, and obtain
the statistical feature quantity as follows:

Q = I × φ × q − tð Þ
N

� �
: ð7Þ

Among them, q represents the feature attributes of mul-
tisource target data in heterogeneous networks, φ represents
a limited data set, and t represents the time delay of data
fusion tracking.

3.3.2. Data Feature Extraction and Fusion Tracking Output.
For heterogeneous network multisource target data, the
method used to extract adaptive feature information is infor-
mation fusion, the information fusion method is used to
extract adaptive feature information, the method of multi-
level fusion and self-adaptive mining of multisource target
data in heterogeneous network is fuzzy tomographic analysis
method, and for heterogeneous network multisource target
data, information fusion and fuzzy tomographic analysis
methods are used to perform big data scheduling [16]; then,
the rule itemset for quantitative evaluation of heterogeneous
network multisource target data is as follows:
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U = ∑n
i=1Q × δð Þ
Ei

: ð8Þ

Among them, Ei represents the expected spectral output
value of the ith node of the multisource target data output
layer of the heterogeneous network, and δ represents the
Kronecker function.

Assuming that z represents the measurement feature set
of heterogeneous network multisource target data, analyze
the statistical vector dimension of multisource target data
in heterogeneous networks, and use the correction function
to correct the state; the constraint function for the fusion

tracking and identification of heterogeneous network multi-
source target data is obtained:

Y = τ × zð Þ
U

: ð9Þ

Among them, τ represents the reliability factor of multi-
source target data sampling in heterogeneous network; it is a
constant greater than 0 but less than 1. The output of the
fusion of heterogeneous network multisource target data
through the fuzzy C-means cluster analysis method is as fol-
lows:
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(b) Simulation result B

Figure 3: Amplitude distribution status of multisource target data in heterogeneous networks.
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T = Q −Uð Þ
γ × Y

: ð10Þ

Among them, γ represents the fusion factor. Assuming
that R represents the three-dimensional distribution attri-
bute value of heterogeneous network multisource target
data, through the above analysis, the optimal fusion tracking
of multisource target data in heterogeneous networks is real-
ized, and the output results are as follows:

M = Y × T −Qð Þv
R

: ð11Þ

Among them, v represents the distance between data
nodes. Based on the above analysis, the basis of extracting
associated feature quantities of multisource target data in
heterogeneous networks realizes data optimization mining
and fusion tracking identification.

4. Simulation Experiments

In order to verify the reliability of the research method, tak-
ing the data fusion method of this study as the experimental
group, the traditional method 1 was used as the control
group 1, and the traditional method 2 was used as the con-
trol group 2. Design simulation experiments, and verify the
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Figure 4: Experimental group.
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Figure 5: Control group 1.
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fusion effect of different methods on multisource target data
in heterogeneous networks.

4.1. Experiment Preparation. The experimental group simu-
lated in the Matlab environment, set the number of iteration
steps for heterogeneous network multisource target data
fusion to 2000, and set the sampling interval to 1.0 s; at the
same time, ensure that the length of the sampled data to
2000. Set the dimension is 4, reconstruct spatial structure
of multisource target data in heterogeneous networks, and
set the embedding delay to 15ms; the sampling frequency
of multisource data is 10 kHz. According to the above basic
conditions, using the simulation test software, the experi-
mental group conducted two heterogeneous networks in dif-
ferent periods; build a multisource target data amplitude
distribution map, as shown in Figure 3 below.

The two sets of simulation results in Figure 2 are the ini-
tial input data for the experimental group. Using two control
test groups, obtain the amplitude distribution status of mul-

tisource target data in heterogeneous networks [17, 18].
Three test groups were used, respectively, mining data fea-
tures in the two test environments and performing data
fusion based on the mining results. In this paper, in order
to make the experiment full of accuracy and authenticity,
between the beginning of the test, the computer and the test
software are run for trial operation, and the experiment is
started after there is no problem.

4.2. Data Fusion of Simple Heterogeneous Networks. The
three groups of time-domain distribution states are similar
to the simulation environment A in Figure 3; as the basic test
conditions of the first stage, three test groups are used; min-
ing multisource target data features in simple heterogeneous
networks, the result is shown in Figures 4–6 below.

According to the curve in the figure, when faced with a
relatively simple heterogeneous network test environment;
although the characteristic data obtained by the three test
groups are relatively similar [19], however, the temporal
characteristics of the data mined by the two control groups
are slightly weaker than the experimental group. Therefore,
the data mining errors of the three test groups are further
calculated. Table 1 shows the experimental results.

It can be seen from the test results in Table 1 that when
the number of iterations exceeds 500, mining errors for the
three test groups are gradually controlled within a stable
range. For ease of comparison, when computing 600 to 100
iterations, there is average mining error of the three test
groups; among them, the experimental group was 6.58%,
and the control group was 8.76% and 8.62%, respectively.
The mining error of the experimental group is 2.18% and
2.04% smaller than that of the two control groups [20],
respectively.

4.3. Data Fusion of Complex Heterogeneous Networks. In the
second stage of testing, the time domain distribution state
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Figure 6: Control 2 groups.

Table 1: Mining error comparison of different methods/%.

Number of
iterations

Test
group

Control group
1

Control 2
groups

100 11.24 18.76 18.54

200 10.6 14.93 14.6

300 9.21 11.6 12.5

400 7.85 9.34 9.56

500 6.58 8.76 8.26

600 6.5 8.53 8.64

700 6.45 8.78 8.57

800 6.56 8.81 8.64

900 6.58 8.56 8.63

1000 6.45 8.86 8.52
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similar to the simulation environment B in Figure 2 is used
as the basic condition, using three test groups, mining com-
plex heterogeneous networks, and the characteristics of mul-
tisource target data, and the results are shown in Figures 7
and 8 below.

According to the curve in the figure, due to the com-
plex heterogeneous network environment, the volume of
data is large, and there are many different types of data;
therefore, it brings huge mining difficulty to data feature
mining; therefore, the feature mining results of the two
control groups do not match the data distribution charac-
teristics of the respective simulation environment B. The
data feature mining errors of different methods are fur-

ther calculated. Table 2 shows the experimental
results [21].

It can be seen from the test results in Table 2 that in the
process of 600-1000 iterations, the mining errors of the three
test groups gradually became stable, and the average mining
error of the experimental group was 7.2%, and the average
mining errors of the control group were 13.81% and
13.55%, respectively. In a complex test environment, the
mining error of the experimental group was 6.61% lower
than that of the control group 1; it was 6.35% lower than
the control group 2. Based on the above two sets of test
results, it can be seen that, whether in a simple test environ-
ment or in a complex environment, the proposed data fusion
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Figure 7: Control group 1.
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method, with the help of time series mining technology, the
obtained mining results are more representative of multi-
source target data and provide more realistic information
for data fusion.

5. Conclusion

Based on the establishment of a heterogeneous network mul-
tisource target data fusion tracking model, combined with
big data mining and information reconstruction methods,
fusion detection and feature analysis of multisource target data
in heterogeneous networks can be realized. The author pro-
poses a multisource target data fusion tracking method based
on data mining in heterogeneous networks. Build a distributed
storage structure model of heterogeneous network multi-
source target data and statistical feature analysis of heteroge-
neous network multisource target data based on feature
extraction results; for heterogeneous network multisource tar-
get data, the information fusion method is used to extract
adaptive feature information, using the fuzzy tomographic
analysis method, multilevel fusion, and adaptive mining of
heterogeneous network multisource target data, extract the
associated feature quantities of heterogeneous network multi-
source target data, and realize data optimization mining and
fusion tracking and identification. From the experimental
analysis, it can be seen that using this method for fusion track-
ing of heterogeneous network multisource target data has bet-
ter adaptability; the information retrieval process has strong
anti-interference ability and small control error and can be
used to fuse and identify target data from multiple sources in
the same network. However, affected by personal ability and
research experience, there is no experimental demonstration
of the data fusion results in this study, and only the data min-
ing in the fusion process is simulated and tested; therefore, in
future research, data fusion can also be used as an experimen-
tal test standard; the reliability of this research method is ver-
ified from more angles.
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